2nd CORRIGENDUM

TENDER NOTICE NO. 18 & 19/2012–2013 (2nd Call)

CONSULTANCY SERVICES

FOR

DETAILED PROJECT REPORT

FOR

“Construction of additional New Bridge with approaches at TAD Creek in Diu District” and “Ascertaining the structural stability and suggesting fresh design for balance work for completion of the work of Construction of bridge with approaches across Tad Creek connecting Gujarat and Diu at Bucharwada-Diu”.

1. Please read the bid downloading enddate as 28-1-2013 instead of 24-1-2013

2. Date of opening of tender 2-2-2013 at 16.00 hours if possible.

4. Eligibility Criteria turnover please be read as Rs.10 crore instead of Rs.15.00 crore and form (D). Field investigation and surveys quantities are now corrected and edited on the originally uploaded tender, the bidder has to quote rate only on units of quantity. The Quantities has to be executed by the successful bidder as per requirement of work as directed by the Engineer-in-charge.

( C.A. SOMANI )
I/C. EXECUTIVE ENGINEER,
P.W.D., WD-II, DIU.